Chamilo LMS - Feature #235
restarting learning path
02/12/2009 22:34 - Carlos Vargas

Status:

Feature implemented

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

Curt Ricardo Rodriguez Salazar

% Done:

90%

Estimated time:

5.00 hours

Category:

02/12/2009

Target version:

1.8.7

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Complexity:

Normal

SCRUM pts complexity:

13

Description
Is it yet possible to cancel progress / completed / score data from a scorm object, like in previous version?
History
#1 - 02/12/2009 22:35 - Carlos Vargas
Actualizado por Yannick Warnier hace alrededor de 1 año
Comment
It's an interesting feature request but not easy to design (interface-wise). If we give such an option, who do we give it to? Are the students supposed
to be able to clear their own results? (I don't think they should), are the admins able to do it? (if so, on what screen?)
#2
Actualizado por Yannick Warnier hace alrededor de 1 año
Comment
The feature should be accessible to session coaches for learning paths followed by a student inside a session. The session coach should be able to
delete the statistics of a learning path for a student. This can effectively be done without really removing the data of the first attempt, by adding a new
item in lp_view table for this user and this learning path. Please ask me for more info before starting to work on this.
#3
Actualizado por Yannick Warnier hace 3 meses
Fecha fin changed from 2008-09-03 to 2009-09-30 * Asignado a changed from Daniel Perales to Isaac Flores
from 1.8.5 to 1.8.6.2 * Tiempo estimado set to 5.00 * Complexity set to Complex

* Versión prevista changed

#4
Actualizado por Isaac Flores hace 21 días
Comment
Hi Yannick,
this feature should be implemented?
#5
Actualizado por André Boivin hace 3 días
Fichero reset.zip añadido
Comment
I made 2 scripts to reset a lp. Unzip in \main\mySpace
#6
Actualizado por Isaac Flores hace 3 días
Comment
Hello André Boivin,
thank you very much by your patch...I will review these files...
#2 - 05/01/2010 23:05 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version changed from 1.8.6.2 alpha to 11
#3 - 22/01/2010 03:35 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version changed from 11 to 1.8.7
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#4 - 12/03/2010 16:07 - Yannick Warnier
André, a long time ago you sent us a reset.zip file which contained a patch to be able to reset the progress on SCO elements. We lost it when
migrating from support.dokeos.com to this site. Could you send it again please?
#5 - 12/03/2010 16:07 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee changed from Isaac Flores to Yannick Warnier
#6 - 12/03/2010 23:24 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee deleted (Yannick Warnier)
- Priority changed from Urgent to High
- Target version changed from 1.8.7 to 1.8.7 beta
- SCRUM pts - complexity changed from ? to 13
#7 - 02/04/2010 02:03 - Andre Boivin
- File reset.zip added
Voici les 2 fichiers au cas où tu ne les aurait pas reçu par email.
#8 - 22/04/2010 18:28 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version changed from 1.8.7 beta to 1.8.7 RC1
#9 - 12/05/2010 11:26 - Julio Montoya
- Target version changed from 1.8.7 RC1 to 1.8.7
#10 - 14/05/2010 19:24 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Julio Montoya
#11 - 14/05/2010 20:04 - Yannick Warnier
This feature should only be available for the course admin (or session coach for sessions)
#12 - 24/05/2010 18:08 - Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 0 to 90
Implemented
http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=df9b74a56082ff9e653416c04cdd3c5175695e2d&repo=classic
Variables added LPWasReset and ResetLP
#13 - 24/05/2010 18:09 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Curt Ricardo Rodriguez Salazar
#14 - 06/05/2011 21:22 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Feature implemented

Files
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